The paper discusses the practices of digital editions in the context of digital heritage preservation. A brief overview of the state-of-art in Russia is proposed. It is stated that an up-to-date digital edition project should meet a number of requirements which concern conditions for long-term preservation, data accessibility and sustainability of formats. The paper sets a perspective to discuss a new project on Leo Tolstoy's literary heritage ("Tolstoy Digital"). Based on 90-volume complete edition of Tolstoy's work, the project, nevertheless, is positioned not as a digital reproduction of a printed edition but as a freestanding resource open for absorbing data from other sources.
nowadays is to overcome the dependency of digital objects on technological change. Initiative, usually referred to as TEI .
Basic Principles of the Text Encoding Initiative
The TEI is a collectively developed and maintained standard used for the representation of texts in a digital form, as it is indicated on the front page of the TEI web site. The TEI is also the name of the consortium, engaged in the development of the standard, its documentation, dissemination and elaboration of accompanying software. The According to Lou Burnard, one of the TEI creators, "the TEI framework provides a useful way of thinking about the nature of text: it constitutes a kind of encyclopaedia of generally-agreed textual notions, using the vocabulary defined by the TEI in its Guidelines" (Burnard 2014:13) . Correspondence is inseparable of its metadata, which is an addressee and a recipient, address, date and place of writing. This metadata is coded within the TEI frameworks as a separate block at the beginning of the document. What makes the TEI framework so popular is not only the transparency and minimalism of its syntactic structure and exhaustive documentation, but also highly collaborative community which maintains the infrastructure: software, journal, events, SIGs, and online forums.
Digital preservation in Russia
The idea of data curation seems to be Tolstoy's huge correspondence was not fully published, either (Opul'skaya 1997) . Nevertheless, the Jubilee edition is a grandiose collection of Tolstoy's texts and reference materials and until recently it has been a bibliographical rarity. After that, the xml-tags in the files were changed into corresponding TEI-tags and complemented with TEI-headers which contain necessary metadata (see Fig. 1 ).
Editors keptthe pre-revolutionary orthography used in the primary sources for some of the volumes. The problem resulting from this orthography is that it impedes morphological parsing as the word forms differ from those that could be found in the parsers dictionary. That is why, the next stage of data processing was bringing together all the words in old spelling new spelling (see Fig. 2 ).
The next stage of the project will be devoted to developing a biographical database. each volume being considered as a TEI-document with a collection of letters.
After that, the xml-tags in the files were changed into corresponding TEI-tags and complemented with TEI-headers which contain necessary metadata (see Fig. 1 ).
Fig. 1. An example of TEI-header for "Childhood"
Editors keptthe pre-revolutionary orthography used in the primary sources for some of the volumes. The problem resulting from this orthography is that it impedes morphological parsing as the word forms differ from those that could be found in the parser That is why, the next stage of data processing was bringing together all the w spelling new spelling (see Fig. 2 ).
Fig. 2. An example of new and old spelling.
The next stage of the project will be devoted to developing a biographica this purpose, parsing of indexes at the end of each volume seems to be a nice sta
Most of valuable biographical information is contained in commentaries. We dem elsewhere that a large portion of bio facts may be obtained automatically (Bonch Kolbasov 2015) . Our plans are to link the database items to external web sites, su Wikipedia, DBpedia and relevant Linked Open data archives.
Web access and accompanying services will be provided as soon as the fi project is completed. The project's further development includes regular updates portal, a part of Tolstoy's museum web site in Moscow (www.tolstoy.ru).
